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“The most sublime act is to set another before you.” 
– William Blake, The Proverbs of Hell

This paper investigates the dialectics of sacrifice and liberation as psychodynamic processes in Anglo-Irish playwright Martin McDonagh’s 2009 film In Bruges – which he both wrote the screen-play for and directed – through an analysis of its complex web of intertexts, which include Harold Pinter's 1960 play The Dumb Waiter, Tom Stoppard's 1966 play Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, and, last but not least, Patrick Kavanagh's 1946 poem “On Raglan Road” (based on a traditional Irish ballad, titled “Dawning of the Day”) – all texts that in their various ways deal with themes of violence, loss and sacrifice: The three plays/films all deal with a male-male friendship/professional relationship whose main content consists of how to efficiently bring about the death of others, whereas the ballad and poem deal with the sacrifice or rejection of a poetic or creative gift to be transferred from a male lover to a female recipient. All the texts thus deal with a personal relationship characterized by interdependence, and all the texts in question thematize the end or dissolution of these personal relationships. Alone among them, In Bruges carries a message that interdependence and its dissolution through sacrifice might lead to personal liberation and a chance to start over.

In the corpus proposed above, the male-male groups’ specific function is to wait patiently while forces greater than the members themselves decide that the time for swift and violent action has come. In The Dumb Waiter and In Bruges, the groups are both teams of hit men who have bungled their previous assignment (and therefore must be purged of one of its members), whereas the Rosencrantz and Guildenstern team are mere messengers of an assignment to kill (Prince Hamlet) who, however, themselves both end up tricked and killed in turn. All three all-male teams rely on interdependence to function effectively, and any disruption of their interdependence means a test of their friendship and loyalties, to one another as well as to their bosses. If one member of the team gives up his loyalty to his friend and co-worker, the situation constitutes a betrayal, whereas if the member chooses to not follow the boss’s orders, the only way out becomes self-sacrifice for the sake of his friend. I therefore want to start with a brief theoretical look at the psychology of sacrifice within groups characterized by having structures of interdependence as the foundation for their function and survival.

The psychology of interdependence and sacrifice

Interdependence is a notion employed in social psychology and gestalt therapy where the idea of positive and negative interdependence was first formulated. Kurt Koffka, one of the founders of the gestalt school of psychology, proposed that an interdependence building mechanism was essential for a group to become a dynamic whole, and his student Kurt Lewin theorized that the essence of the group gestalt depends on interdependence among members, and further, that it is created by sharing a common group telos. History teaches us that this common goal can as easily be unethical and morally wrong as it can constitute working for the greater good, as indeed is witnessed by the goal of the teams of In Bruges and The Dumb Waiter being assassinations carried out for money. The agency involved in creating the group interdependency is often hierarchical, as in the military or in other types of forces such as the police, and this top-down chain of command is often compensated for by the low-ranking members of the group through a shared honour code or specific sub-group ethic.

Positive interdependence further promotes substitutability (the degree to which actions of one group member substitutes for the actions of another), positive cathexis (investment of positive psychological energy in objects outside one’s self), and inducibility (openness to influencing and being influenced by others) (cf. Johnson & Johnson, “Social Interdependence, Moral Character and Moral Education”, 2008, building on the work of Morton Deutsch in the 1940s). We see these processes at work in In Bruges when Ken protects his colleague Ray who is suicidal and in despair over his actions in a previous assignment, and I shall return to this in the analysis of the film.

In extreme situations the interdependence of a group such as these male-male teams may be so threatened that the only recourse an individual member has is to perform an act of self-sacrifice. In such a situation, the team’s survival can paradoxically only be assured if one team member dies in the line of duty, as it were. Again, military units and terrorist cells alike have utilized this logic of sacrifice for their cause in innumerable instances. A psychoanalytic take on the mechanics of self-sacrifice would of course invoke Freud’s theory of the death drive: 

The violence of the death drive — that is, of the drive as such — is that of a fundamental rupture. This rupture occurs through an act of sacrifice that engenders and sustains subjectivity by dividing the subject from itself and thereby creating the possibility of desire. As Richard Boothby notes in Freud as Philosopher: Metapsychology After Lacan (New York, Routledge, p.247), “the being of the sacrificer emerges for the first time only with the loss effected by the act of sacrifice.” Through violent self-sacrifice, we create an object that will provide the key to our capacity for enjoyment insofar as it remains lost, and the impossible status of this object will serve to animate our desire as it moves metonymically from substitute to substitute. (Todd McGowan, http://oic.uqam.ca/fr/content/violent-ethics-mediation-and-death-drive (​http:​/​​/​oic.uqam.ca​/​fr​/​content​/​violent-ethics-mediation-and-death-drive​))

This Lacanian take on the purpose of self-sacrifice (pleasure attained through the constitution of a permanent lack) is illuminating for the analysis of the ending of In Bruges, and we shall return to it in our analysis of the economy of sacrifice in this highly ironic media-text.

Introduction to In Bruges

In Martin McDonagh’s film In Bruges the plot borrows extensively from Harold Pinter’s play The Dumb Waiter, and features an aging hired killer Ken (played by Brendan Gleeson) who sacrifices himself so that his young and still potentially redeemable colleague Ray (played by Colin Farrell) may have a chance to live and save his soul. The names of the hit men thus closely echo those of Pinter’s play’s Ben and Gus.

The heterosexual love story in the film (between Ray and a Belgian girl) is paralleled by a homo-social one of intense male bonding, as Ken eventually transfers his loyalties from his boss Harry (played by Ralph Fiennes who projects true evil to great effect) to his young apprentice whom he has been ordered to assassinate after Ray has accidentally shot a child during his first assignment as a hit man. Ken sees that Ray has a chance at redemption when he falls in love, while still struggling with such guilt at the child’s murder that he is on the brink of suicide. As the film progresses Ken comes to understand the younger man’s psyche better and better, despite their initial differences in age and interests. Ken is enjoying the possibility to visit Bruges and taking in the sights, whereas Ray is only interested in drink, drugs and sex as possible ways of dulling his existential pain. Ken comes to realize that killing for him has become a simple routine, his job, and that he has lost the keen sense of morality that Ray still possesses and which wracks him with guilt.

When their boss finally phones up and reveals that their task in Bruges is for Ken to murder Ray, Ken at first is not surprised, nor does he question Harry’s orders, which, after all are formulated so that they make sense within their profession’s honour code. Unbeknownst to himself, however, Ken is nagged by the unreasonable demand his boss has made of him, exactly because it goes against another code of importance to Ken’s identity, namely that of the interdependence of his team and the common telos they are supposed to subscribe to. This realization comes late to Ken, and is only communicated to the viewer in the scene in the arcades when Ken foregoes the opportunity to kill Ray from behind, and instead rushes in to prevent his suicide. The scene is absurd, yet psychologically powerful and convincing. Ken cannot let Ray betray their interdependence bond, but instead takes action to send Ray off to another location where he will at least temporarily be safe from the repercussions Ken knows his actions have forced Harry to set in motion.
 
Pinter’s The Dumb Waiter 

The plot of In Bruges contains a sophisticated nod at various intertexts from British absurd theatre. The most obvious one is the similarity of plot with Harold Pinter’s play The Dumb Waiter which also features two monosyllabically named hired killers in limbo (Ben and Gus), waiting to be handed their next assignment by a mysterious controlling force (Wilson, whose will must be obeyed to the letter, even when its expression is patently absurd) who sends messages into the depth using the dumb waiter mechanism otherwise designed to convey sustenance in the form of food and a speaking tube attached to it. In In Bruges the medium of transmission is less mysterious and symbolic – simply a telephone – and the shady boss who pulls the strings is here brought out in the open and made accountable for his decisions and actions, where Pinter rather borrows a trope from his mentor Beckett by having his assassins wait on the whims of a sordid Godot-like figure who remains off-stage.

As in In Bruges, the hit men are an uneven team, in which Ben insists that he is the “senior partner”. As in the film, it is Ben who is at ease in his role as killer, never fretting while being forced to wait interminable hours for Wilson’s assignment. He has his routines (he reads the same paper over and over, and he has “got my woodwork [and] my model boats”), and he is reluctant to allow for Gus to have any relief from boredom and nerves, such as small talk, snack foods and the occasional truancy to take in a soccer match. Again, all these features are mirrored in McDonagh’s pastiche of the Pinter play, and the interdependency between Ken and Ray where the latter always cajoles a bit of lenience out of Ken. Gus also has a similar anxiety to that of Ray, caused by the “mess” of the pair’s previous assignment where they have murdered a girl who didn’t “seem to hold together like men [do].” It also bothers him that he is kept in the dark about too many things, such as who cleans up after their murders, who owns the houses they are told to wait in, and who ultimately might be their next target. While the child murder of In Bruges is even more gruesome than the messed-up handiwork of Gus, one cannot miss the parallel function of the “slack” kill Gus has performed and which he knows was not satisfactory to Wilson (information Ben lets slip). Gus tries to persuade himself and Ben that “We’ve never let him down though, have we?” – but the insistence on the episode in his thoughts and speech reveals that he knows full well that they have done just that. Gus’ anxiety is both one of questioning the group telos (there is no positive cathexis in the job any longer) and of Ben’s willingness to cover for his lack of aptitude (substitutability). His incessant prattle is an effort to goad Ben into reinforcing his opinions (covering his fear) through what we might term auto-inducibility, since Ben refuses to supply any reassurance. We thus see that all three terms from interdependency theory’s claims of what constitutes the team spirit are applicable to both The Dumb Waiter and In Bruges.

Tom Stoppard and other sundry intertexts

Another intertext to In Bruges is Tom Stoppard’s equally absurd, Hamlet-remediating comedy, Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, which features two mildly idiotic protagonists who do not realize that their fate is already scripted and sealed (and who like Ken and Ray, who consistently mix up their aliases, cannot quite remember who is who of the two), whereas the audience (knowing their fate from Shakespeare’s original play) are never in doubt that they themselves will end up being the victims of the assassination letter they are carrying with them. In Stoppard’s play and the film version (where Gary Oldman and Tim Roth perform excellently as the two stooges) Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern are elevated from being mere bit players, commanded by King Claudius to ensure the delivery of the message requesting the killing of Hamlet, to central protagonists whose boredom during the performance of their tasks at court and the voyage to the King of England’s court is flaunted. This boredom closely resembles that of Ray in In Bruges and Gus in The Dumb Waiter, and the conversations between Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern (in one memorable scene performed as a game of rhetorical tennis, where issuing a mere statement awards points to the other ‘player’), while on the surface seeming utterly inconsequential, actually revolve around deep existential doubts concerning both the problems of representation through language, and the meaning of the characters’ lives and their function in the larger scheme (or plot). In other words, the group telos of Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead is equally as threatened as in the other plays/films, but the issues of substitutability and inducibility do not arise to the same extent, partly because the partnership between the two fools is non-hierarchical, so that no suspicions of favouritism and foul play pops up between them.

McDonagh’s film, with the above-mentioned two theatrical intertexts (plus numerous others from films directly mentioned in the dialogue of the manuscript, such as Nicholas Roeg’s Don’t Look Now, or quoted visually, such as Orson Welles’ Touch of Evil), ultimately shows that no force can set itself above the laws of mortal beings, even a thieves’ or murderers’ honour code that dictates that no-one can survive the shame of having murdered a child (“You cannot kill a kid and expect to get away with it,” Harry self-righteously exclaims). Trapped in his own ‘moral’ dictum Harry shortly after becomes mandated to shoot himself when he inadvertently shoots a bystander whom he thinks is an innocent child. The clinching irony of the film is that the person shot is in reality a dwarf (or ‘midget’, as Ray consistently refers to him as), who is very far from being an innocent character and a force for good and rather represents the temptations of hedonism in the film’s universe (Hieronymus Bosch's painting The Last Judgment which Ken and Ray view in the film further indicates, in yet another visual intertextuality, what happens to sinners such as the dwarf). Ray, who is always looking for an angle and an advantage, thus paradoxically survives against all odds, whereas Harry, his would-be killer, succumbs due to his far too rigid principles. The film in fact shows us two instances of self-sacrifice/suicide, one noble on the surface of things, the other absurd through and through. As we turn towards the last main intertext of In Bruges, I hope to convince you that ultimately the films holds all acts of violent self-sacrifice equally futile and morally reprehensible.

The Fallen Angel trope

Patrick Kavanagh’s poem “On Raglan Road” which is set to the tune of an old Irish ballad with which it also shares significant thematic content has been sung and recorded by some of the greatest performers in Irish music over that last 40 years, including The Dubliners and Van Morrison. The history of the original ballad and its remediations is the topic of another paper of mine, so I’ll not go into all the details here. The most important features in this context is that the recorded version of the ballad by Luke Kelly of The Dubliners serves as an intertext for In Bruges through its use on the non-diegetic soundtrack of the film, in fact in its emotional climax where Ken gives his life (in vain) to save Ray. The song belongs to a group of Irish texts that spring out of a so-called Aisling tradition, where a young ethereal female figure appears before a young man to inspire feelings of national pride and bravery in his heart. Kavanagh has cunningly reversed the Aisling theme in his original poem, where it is the young man who is in possession of the “gifts of the mind”, symbolising craft in all the arts. As he falls for the woman’s temptations he transfers those gifts onto “a figure made of clay” and in doing so loses his angelic powers. Kavanagh’s text thus avails itself of another trope to counter the Aisling model, namely that of the fallen angel – a trope which in film has most convincingly been employed by Wim Wenders in his 1987 opus Der Himmel Über Berlin, or Wings of Desire as it is known in the English-speaking world. In reversing the roles of man and woman, as well as gifted and inspirational giver and dull recipient, Kavanagh simultaneously de-politicized the ballad, making it into a favourite of Irishmen of all colours and creeds in the process. However, my argument is that McDonagh through his use of the song in In Bruges re-politicizes it into a message of non-violence for all of Ireland. By doing this he also takes issue with the previously discussed absurdist, non-political or existentialist drama texts he playfully offers as intertexts for his pastiche – and with the idea of self-sacrifice as a solution.

The use of On Raglan Road in the climactic scene of In Bruges

While the streets visualized in the film are those of the well-preserved medieval parts of Bruges in Belgium and not the Dublin streets mentioned in the song “On Raglan Road”, the poignant plaint of Luke Kelly’s voice on the soundtrack functions as a nostalgic call and seems to offers the hope that the confused young protagonist (whose Dublin accent and proclivity for profanity is used to great comic effect throughout the film) might one day still walk those streets of home. The fall from the church steeple that Gleeson’s heavy-set character performs to get a gun in young Ray’s hands dramatically underscores the dangers of the “deep ravine” mentioned in Kavanagh’s text, and the plunge is choreographed to fit the exact moment when Kelly utters the final line of the song (there is a slight edit in the song, leaving out most of the comments about the female muse) used on the soundtrack: “When the angels woos the clay he’ll lose his wings at the dawn of the day” [scene start at 1:23.:15]. The main gifts transferred between Ken and Ray are thus the same as in the lyrics (experience, skills, honour), and the originally figurative trope of the fallen angel is literalized as Ken’s heavy body thuds onto the pavement in Bruges right in front of Ray’s feet. Ken – through his sacrifice – paradoxically comes to play the role of a male Aisling figure offering Ray a shot at renewal and redemption via an Irish homecoming.

The final function of the Luke Kelly version of the song in the film is that it ultimately serves as an ironic counter-ekphrasis. On one level explicitly performing simple ekphrasis (an interpretation of the images we watch on screen, as in the instance where we see Ken on the ledge of the steeple, at the exact moment that Kelly sings the line “we stepped lightly along the ledge”), the pathos of the song and the sacrifice we witness in the images add up to what the viewer can only experience as an overdose of sentimental affect, after which one is inevitably plunged into bathos. This effect is heightened by the fact that Ken’s suicide is to no avail, as the gun he tries to speed to Ray is broken in his jump from the steeple and becomes useless as a weapon for the young man (a palpable reminder that guns are not the solution to any conflict, and at the root of the commencement of the film’s dilemma). 

I therefore propose that the images of the film showing futile sacrifice should also be read as a commentary on the song, in a dialectic, two-way hypertextuality. When regarded in this way, films that use songs in a hypertextual dialectic could be regarded as instances of ekphrasis in reverse or counter-ekphrasis, i.e. as long pictorial explorations and interpretations of the poems they quote, or songs they use on their soundtrack, or, simply put, pictures about words (and music). The well-worn, but ambiguous Latin dictum Ut pictura poesis thus rings in a whole new way when reinterpreted not as “as is painting so is poetry,” nor as the reverse, “as is poetry so is painting”, but rather as “as is poetry so are the pictures” – in the sense of films or movies. 

In Bruges as a political statement 

The scene from In Bruges, analysed above, leads the viewer into a protracted, unrelenting chase sequence that closes the film, and which ends with Ray being hunted down and shot. What might have qualified as high tragedy is then in a surprise twist undercut by the gangster kingpin’s own suicide when he believes that he must honour his own principle that no-one can live with shame of having been so inept as to kill a child. One again wonders if McDonagh is not commenting on the loss of many innocent lives at the hands of armed men in Ireland over years of conflict – to no avail at all. 

“On Raglan Road” is after all not the only signifier of Irishness in the film – the characters’ accents are a much less subtle clue, although only Ray openly states that he is originally from Dublin – but it is a potent one, as specifically the original Luke Kelly recording is used, his voice reminding us of his left-wing, pacifist commitment of the 60s and 70s. Thus, if anything, the purely aesthetic, anti-Aisling message of Kavanagh’s poem in McDonagh’s hands becomes re-politicized, as it is re-visioned, and the Aisling figure born again (only to die in Ken’s nobly intended suicide), trans-gendered into a masculine body, indeed that of a surrogate father figure. 

Kavanagh’s text has thus come full circle, having travelled from a standard reverdie ballad in its hypotextual form (the original “The Dawning of the Day”) which Kavanagh deliberately reworks and depoliticizes (adding a rich mythological layer to it by introducing the fallen angel trope) and crosses with the old melody, only for his poem to become once more a song in the gift of transmission Kavanagh performed to Luke Kelly in The Bailey pub in 1966 when he admonished him to perform and record the poem as a song. It is this remediation of poem to song that allows the multitude of performances to take place, removing Kavanagh from a position of authority over his text, and it is this canon of performances (led by Kelly’s and Morrison’s) that make “On Raglan Road” a vessel for a new form of trans-religious, national Irish signification. As the final link in this chain of transmission, we then see Donagh re-politicize the song in his film, using it to counter-ekphrastically spell out a message against the violence and crime so often associated with Irishness throughout the 20th century.

Resolution of interdependence and liberation through sacrifice

It is exactly in the political, but non-sectarian message that self-sacrifice and suicide perpetuate the chain of violence (as suggested by the Lacanian point that sacrifice confers the saintly status of unattainable other from the suicide victim to the one for whom the sacrifice was made) that In Bruges has its psychological relevance for us. Whereas The Dumb Waiter ends before Ben actually shoots Gus, we have little doubt that he indeed will do so, and the lesson of that betrayal of their intimate interdependence remains embedded in the realm of the absurd. A similar effect is produced by the inevitable meta-tragedy of Stoppard’s play – constituting a deliberate withholding of catharsis, as we are not allowed to inhabit the mind of a flawed hero as in Shakespeare’s original.

McDonagh, on the other hand, allows us to empathize with Ken as he follows the prescript of interdependence to the letter and dies for his friend, only to pull the rug out from under our feet by first pretending that Ken’s suicide was in vain, and then rescuing Ray against all odds by the absurd double-mirroring Harry’s suicide shows us (first he mistakenly sees himself in Ray’s place as a child murderer, then he performs the same suicidal act as Ken, also on false premises). In the face of two equally vainglorious suicides, we as audience are left with little choice but to transfer our affect to the character of Ray, a morally flawed but perhaps not irredeemable human being, once he also becomes cured of the last vestiges of interdependence, of course…
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